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About This Game

Story:

A Dark, Psychological and Philosophical Story, which will blow your mind.
About different Gangs fighting for Power in an extraordinary City.

With Vastly Different and Interesting Characters.

Combat:

Truly Unique First-Person Fights, unlike anything you've seen before.
Buy and Use Different Items to strenghten Yourself and weaken your Enemy.

Learn and Unleash Combos to gain Advantages.
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Visuals:

Stylish Monochrome.
Told in Innovative Manga-Panels, directly from the eyes of the Protagonist.

With Font and Visuals inspired by Japanese Calligraphy.
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Title: Urban - Episode 1
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Burakku
Publisher:
Burakku
Release Date: 28 Jun, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel i3 or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD4000 or equivalent

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 3 GB available space

English
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I was FORCED to buy this game and play it for 111 minutes.. it seems this engine is dead ,wasted my money dont buy. Pros
+ Very addictive - frustrating and entertaining
+ Beautifully put-together
+ Well-programmed
+ Great visuals
+ Great voice acting (discount Cave Johnson <3 )
+ Brilliant music and SFX
+ Keeps you on your toes
+ Dat level editor, doe!

Cons
- Controls are a little counterintuitive at times
- Start cutscene is a bit glitchy
- Doesn't play so well on a sub-optimal computer - needs optimising
- The difficulty curve is pretty steep (not a con, just means the player has to learn quickly)

Overall, a fantastic, entertaining game which has clearly had a lot of time and effort put into it, and one I imagine I will play a
heck of a lot more in the future,

My score: 7\/10. I LOVE THES GAME. Questerium is a pretty good hidden object / puzzle game. The thing that makes it most
enjoyable, however, is the cheesy, over the top acting. I found myself laughing out loud. I kept expecting the guys from MST3K
to show up and start heckling the game. The puzzles run the gamut from easy to difficult. Beware, some of the hidden object
puzzles have bad clues where the noun it gives you for an object to find is not really what that object is. I missed the "no hints"
achievement because I had to use a hint to find one of them. On the whole, however, this is a fun game. Play it if you want a
good chuckle.
. I thought my review took, but maybe not. In any case, if you're wanting something that's closer to the SNES JRPG feel, this
game's for you. Sure, it has the RPG Maker feel to it, but JW has crafted an excellent game here with a great story, excellent
side quests, some fun and some frustrating puzzles.
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best game ive ever played. Why isn't there any multiplayer games and no AI.. You said you would make AI in 2016 and its 2018
now, some people still play this.. :(. Best escape room game so far. Nice and clean graphics, good controls. Make sure you have
bigger room scale than the minimum, 1st room is ok but in the second one you need about 2,5m x 3m space. Cleared the 2nd
room ok, very solid experience and fun to solve. 1st didnt start off too well, have to give it a new try. Waiting for new rooms on
this one!. Cannot pass the game: spader doesnt give me his flask and I cannot cook poison to save person because of broken
scripts
....why we should solve every puzzle twice?. Dont buy this! This Clicker is terrible.

No Option Menu. No option to disable Sound = RIP Headphone Users. No Window mode. You need to press Alt+F4 to end the
Game.

Better you play one of the free2play Clickers. They are much better.. I've got mixed feelings about Shadows, still wading into
the espionage system and the new faction quest, but the inability to generate science (having to buy it with gold instead) is more
irritating than immersive. Feels more like an artificial constraint for game balance and distinctiveness rather than something the
faction needed. It's still a fresh and wonderful game overall, though.

I don't know if it's worth the asking price, it seems like a lot of money for the small amount of content -- it's a bit like the
pricing of a Civilization 5 or Crusader Kings 2 DLC, too expensive unless you're a rabid fan. Which I am.. This is a fun casual
game, but don't expect great depth from it. The game has played fine so far without using cash to purchase rewards. The game
plays well for the 5 dollar price.. The 4th installment in the kickass series of DMC and definatly the best of the series on PC!
Strap yourself in and prepare your body for some serious CUHRAYZEE! If you spend the hours in here the combat system will
reward you greatly for your efforts!. Really nice game! I love the vibe. Really nice concept and art work and that's what is the
most important for me - other stuff can be still polished during early access.
Tutorial would be useful, but I managed to get the rules pretty fast.
Also - good work with the music.. \u2605\u2605\u2605\u2730\u2730 3\/5

TLDR;
A great fun little game, especially great when playing with mates. Simple, yet extremely fun. And hey, if you're a fan of big
boobs, look no further ;) Looking forward to seeing how this game develops!

\u263aPros
- Funny, fast-paced and entertaining. Got some mates over? Get this one on and everyone will be laughing and cheering.
- Graphics are actually fairly good, and drinking actually makes you feel a bit wobbly and the double vision is a laugh.
- Boobs.

\u2639Cons
- Simple, but this is also a Pro. It's not trying to be a game with a 1293219 hour long storyline. However this does reduce the
replayability value.
- Personally I didn't like the fact that the grip(side) button was used to pick up the drinks and the pistol, probably because every
other game is using the trigger for object interaction. Not a big deal, as you get used to it almost immediately.
- Looking forward to future maps, but at the moment it is VERY limited.

I'll update this review regularly. :)
For more VR game reviews and recommendations, check out my profile. :)
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